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- Meaning as vectors: word embeddings
- Our situation:
- Small historical corpus
- No evaluation data for medieval Spanish
- Our methods and results:
- Embedding models
- Neighbors 
- Assessing the models
- Conclusion and future work
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Semantic change
● Word meaning changes over time (semantic change). 
● A recent example from English (Hamilton et al. 2016, 
a.o.):
(1) She was a fine-looking woman, cheerful and gay (1900, Davies 2010)
(2) “I don’t personally support gay marriage myself”, Edwards said. (2000, Davies 
2010)
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Investigating semantic change: methods
● The most prominent theories of semantic change rely on a limited 
number of corpus data (going through concordances) and on the 
linguist’s intuition. 
● The semanticist detects different meanings in different synchronies of 
a language and produces hypotheses for possible contexts triggering 
change (Traugott and Dasher 2002, Evans and Wilkins 2000, Eckardt 
2006).
● Another approach: using the word’s distribution to trace its 
semantic change (Sagi et al. 2012, Hamilton et al. 2016, Boleda 2020, 
a.o.).
● Advantages: data-driven, replicable, measurable.
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Computational work on semantic change
Computational studies of semantic change usually rely on 
large corpora (Hamilton et al 2016).
What about smaller corpora which are more common in 
historical work?
Challenges: 1) small corpus, 2) multiple/ancient spellings; 3) 
hard to find balanced corpus.
Study the Spanish word algo: (Amaral 2016)
- Medieval: goods/possessions (noun), something (pron.)
- Now: a bit (adv.), something (pron.)
Comparing our results will a previous study will allow us to 
evaluate the methods and apply them in the future to new cases.
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Our research questions
1. Replicability: How replicable are the results of word 
embeddings models?
2. Accuracy: How do we determine the accuracy of the 
different embedding models on our medieval data?
3. Usability of embeddings: Given the low-resource 
situation, can we find (enough) meaningful words in the 





- Word vectors: using a vector to represent a word
- Intuition: 
- “If A and B have almost identical environments we say 
that they are synonyms.” (Harris 1954)




- Word vectors: using a vector to represent a word
- Count the freq of all words in context (±2 words) of dog
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I have a [very cute dog that plays] with me every day.




- Each word represented by vectors of length |V| (30000)
- dog = (... 30, 45, 5, 0 ...)
- cat = (... 48, 50, 4, 0 ...)
- ascend = (... 4, 5, 30, 0 ...)
→ using linear algebra, we know:
vectors for dog and cat are more similar
- In reality:
- People use Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) matrix
- Dimension reduction (PCA, SVD, etc) → 300 dimensions
- More popular algorithms: word2vec
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Word embeddings
- Reduce to 2 dimensions for visualization





- Word2vec (Mikolov et al. 2013a; 2013b)
- Use a ML model for placeholder task:
- For word w, predict whether another word is in its context
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I have a [very cute dog that plays] with me every day.
                 … [, my dog likes stairs] ...
- Positive: (dog, very), (dog, cute), (dog, that), (dog, plays) 
- Negative: (dog, green)
http://mccormickml.com/2016/04/19/word2vec-tutorial-the-skip-gram-model/
Word embeddings capture analogy relations!
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https://papers.nips.cc/paper/2013/file/9aa42b31882ec039965f3c4923ce901b-Paper.pdf











Chronicles corpus Spanish Billion Words corpus
1300s-early 1500s Contemporary
7 million tokens 1.5 billion tokens
Narrative texts Various genres
Annotated medieval manuscripts Wikipedia, Europarl, etc. 





- Skip-Grams with Negative Sampling (Mikolov et al 2013); gensim 
lib by Řehůřek
- GloVe: 
- original implementation (Pennington et al 2014)
- SVDPPMI: 





- Run SGNS and GloVe three times, with different seeds.
- Obtain the neighbors of algo, ranked by cosine similarity
- Compute the mean rank for three runs, and for three algorithms
- Accuracy:
- Create an analogy test tailored for medieval Spanish
- Make sure the words show up in medieval corpus
- Usability:
- Analyze the neighbors




Results: accuracy → need for tailored analogy tests
MTS: the Mikolov et al (2013) test Translated to Spanish





- Top 10 neighbors of algo in contemporary corpus
- Stable across different seeds, and algorithms




- algo = “a bit” / “something” (contemporary Spanish)
- No neighbors meaning “possessions”












Top 10 neighbors for algo in Chronicles:
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- Not very stable for SGNS (5 overlap) and GloVe (5 overlap)
- SVDPPMI is quite different from SGNS and GloVe
- There is a need for an averaging method
Results: replicability--medieval corpus
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- We also rank across the algorithms (SVDPPMI is deterministic)















- Medieval: 6 out of 10 neighbors: words related to property 
and value, consistent with previous work showing algo = 
‘possessions’ 
- Contemporary: no ‘possessions’ (noun), but adverbs
- Both medieval and contemporary: nada: indefinite pronoun
→ Corroborates previous work (Amaral, 2016).
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Conclusion and future work
- Embeddings work for small corpus 
- But larger variation in the results
- May need methods for stabilization/removing noise
- E.g., multiple runs, taking average
- Tailored evaluation set needed for historical data
- For algo, our results corroborate w/ previous work.
Future work:
- Normalize spelling
- Obtain a more balanced corpus
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Thank you!











Removed paleographical annotations. 
Lower-cased all words.
Removed punctuations.
Analogy tests for medieval Spanish
- MTS+ours, tailored for medieval Spanish: 
- Selected the MTS + those created by us
- Total: 9220 questions
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